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Abstract

The spread of pseudoscience (PS) is a worrying problem worldwide. The study of

pseudoscience beliefs and their associated predictors have been conducted in the

context of isolated pseudoscience topics (e.g., complementary and alternative medi-

cine). Here, we combined individual differences (IIDD) measures (e.g., personality

traits, thinking styles) with measures related with the information received about PS:

familiarity and disproving information (DI) in order to explore potential differences

among pseudoscience topics in terms of their associated variables. These topics dif-

fered in their familiarity, their belief rating, and their associated predictors. Critically,

our results not only show that DI is negatively associated with pseudoscience beliefs

but that the effect of various IIDD predictors (e.g., analytic thinking) depends on

whether DI had been received. This study highlights the need to control for variables

related to information received about pseudoscientific claims to better understand

the effect of other predictors on different pseudoscience beliefs topics.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Pseudoscience acceptance is a problem that is beginning to receive

attention and empirical research by scientists around the world.

Although this field has encountered repeated conceptual problems

that have made it difficult to differentiate between pseudoscien-

tific and scientific claims (Fasce, 2017), Fasce and Pic�o (2019a)

have recently proposed a well-grounded and useful definition of

pseudoscience. According to these authors, in order to define a

pseudoscientific claim as such, it must adhere to certain standards.

First, it must be presented as scientific knowledge. Second, it

should meet at least one of the following criteria: (a) it refers to at

least one field or process considered outside the domains of sci-

ence; (b) it uses procedures that are deficient or do not correspond

to the scientific method; and (c) it is not supported by scientific

evidence.

Nowadays, even after major advances in many scientific fields

during the last century, and the easy accessibility to scientific knowl-

edge, the devotion to pseudoscience is still widespread throughout

the world (Blancke et al., 2019). Current research has shown that peo-

ple may be even more willing to transmit pseudoscientific claims than

their scientific counterparts (Mercier et al., 2018). It also has been

suggested that pseudoscience could easily deceive both nonspecialists

and experts into believing that it is well supported by evidence

(Lilienfeld, 2015), which contributes to its growing acceptance.

One remarkable example of the spread of pseudoscience is the

use of complementary and alternative medicine (CAM). In that sense,

an interesting study from the Royal College of Physicians of

United Kingdom revealed that a considerable portion of physicians

(more than 20%) in the United Kingdom were employing some kind of

CAM, even when most of them were never instructed about these

practices (Posadzki et al., 2012). Moreover, this phenomenon is not
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limited to medical domains and expands to other fields such as educa-

tion or psychology (Ferrero et al., 2016; Furnham & Hughes, 2014;

Macdonald et al., 2017), where it can produce unfruitful investments

of time and resources on programs relying on unproven assumptions

(Macdonald et al., 2017).

Beyond their spread, beliefs in pseudosciences have concerned

both scientists and specialists from different fields because of the

consequences they generate. Some examples are the use of CAM

instead of evidence-based therapies by patients with severe medical

conditions (Sanford et al., 2019), as well as vaccination refusal, which

can lead to outbreaks of otherwise avoidable diseases (Hussain

et al., 2018). In the same vein, although it has been repeatedly

reported that the use of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) is

widely contributing to the development of a sustainable type of agri-

culture (Ammann, 2005; Blancke et al., 2015; Subramanian &

Qaim, 2010), there is an increasing discrepancy between scientific

knowledge and public opinion regarding the safety of its consumption

(Blancke et al., 2015). In turn, the avoidance of GMO use can have

tragic consequences, costing thousands of lives (Wesseler &

Zilberman, 2014). Thus, expanding knowledge on the factors underly-

ing susceptibility to pseudoscientific claims is crucial for establishing

proper educational interventions aiming at reducing pseudoscience-

related risks (Standing & Huber, 2003; Wilson, 2018).

Given the social and economic impact of beliefs in pseudoscience

(Hussain et al., 2018; Macdonald et al., 2017; Sanford et al., 2019),

there is a growing interest in trying to find variables able to predict

this phenomenon. Some of the variables in the field of individual dif-

ferences (IIDD) most commonly included in studies are personality

traits (extraversion, neuroticism, agreeableness, conscientiousness,

and openness to experience) and cognitive styles (analytic and intui-

tive thinking). Although personality traits have been shown to be

strong predictors of all types of outcomes, including different types of

beliefs (Ozer & Benet-Martínez, 2006), they have neither proved to

be associated with susceptibility to pseudoscientific claims nor with

other types of unwarranted beliefs (Furnham, 2007; Goreis &

Voracek, 2019), with the exception of extraversion (Fasce &

Pic�o, 2019a; Swami et al., 2012). In contrast, associations have been

found between both analytic and intuitive cognitive styles, and differ-

ent kinds of unwarranted beliefs. Results regarding these predictors

have shown that higher scores in analytical thinking are related to

lower levels of unwarranted beliefs, while faith in intuition is posi-

tively associated with higher acceptance of such statements (Aarnio &

Lindeman, 2005; Bensley et al., 2014; Blancke et al., 2015; Bronstein

et al., 2019; Pennycook et al., 2012). However, the evidence in this

regard is still very limited and these studies do not use measures of

purely pseudoscientific beliefs (but see, Fasce & Pic�o, 2019b) nor are

they free of mixed findings (Majima, 2015). Therefore, more specific

research is needed to determine the weight of IIDD predictors in the

acceptance of pseudoscientific claims.

The lack of predictive capacity shown by personality traits in this

domain implies the need to find alternative predictors in the area of

IIDD. One possibility is the use of narrower traits that manage to cap-

ture specific aspects of such beliefs. Although the use of narrower

traits is less likely to allow the prediction of a wide range of phenom-

ena, they can increase the accuracy and provide incremental validity

(Ozer & Benet-Martínez, 2006). In line with this proposal, it has been

highlighted that beliefs in pseudoscience go against the dominant

standards of scientific knowledge and can be considered unconven-

tional (Cano-Or�on, 2019; Waters, 2020). This suggests that IIDD in

the inclination toward an unconventional way of thinking might be a

source of variation in pseudoscientific claims' acceptance (Bishop

et al., 2007). As a dimension, unconventionality is relatively captured

by a large and widely known personality trait: openness to experience

(Lee & Ashton, 2008; Mccrae & Jr, 1977). Although no relationship

has been found between openness to experience and beliefs in pseu-

doscience (Fasce & Pic�o, 2019a; Furnham, 2007), this is not incompat-

ible with a relationship between unconventionality and pseudoscience

believing: some of the characteristics of unconventionality in itself

may not be captured by this dimension, since it is only a small part of

one of the largest personality factors that have been defined

(Kaufman, 2013). A promising way of assessing whether a tendency

to think in an unconventional fashion can predict beliefs in pseudosci-

ence, is to create scales able to capture this construct. Although there

have been recent attempts to capture this dimension (Andreas

et al., 2016), further research on both the measurement of this dimen-

sion and its use in predicting unwarranted beliefs is needed.

As mentioned above, the study of IIDD as predictors of pseudo-

science beliefs is promising, and other possible IIDD predictors have

also recently been proposed, such as ontological confusions

(Lindeman & Svedholm, 2012), authoritarianism, and social axioms

(Fasce et al., 2021), and causal illusions (Torres et al., 2020). However,

empirical research in this area rarely includes variables unrelated to

individual characteristics, which could potentially reduce the possibil-

ity of accurately predicting pseudoscience beliefs. In this sense, inde-

pendently of their individual features, every individual who develops a

belief in (or against) pseudoscience has presumably been exposed to

information that supports and/or discredits it. Therefore, considering

the current spread of pseudoscience as well as the efforts aimed at

combating it, the inclusion of measures related to the information

received in relation to different pseudoscientific practices could be

important to the understanding of this phenomenon.

In line with this idea, it is worth noting that most previous studies

have not included familiarity as a predictor of susceptibility to pseudo-

scientific claims (Piejka & Okruszek, 2020), although it has been

shown that familiarity is closely related even to beliefs in implausible

claims (Fazio et al., 2019; Pennycook et al., 2018). Future research

should consider including a familiarity measure in pseudoscience-

related studies, as this would allow to analyze its effect on pseudosci-

ence acceptance as well as the spread of different pseudoscientific

beliefs.

In terms of information received by interested parties, it seems

also logical to assume that just as claims about various pseudosciences

are bolstered by information in their favor; they might also be met, to

some extent, with disproving information (DI) that discredits them.

Including this component (i.e., whether a given claim has been accom-

panied by DI) in studies that try to predict beliefs in pseudoscience
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may be important for analyzing whether pseudoscientific claims' cred-

ibility is lower once DI has been received. Furthermore, this could also

help us to identify predictors capable of explaining the variability in

pseudoscience beliefs that have already received DI as well as

whether the effect of DI depends on recipients' individual characteris-

tics. This is especially relevant for the investigation of which variables

might predict an effective integration of information in educational

contexts in order to reduce beliefs in pseudoscience (Schmaltz &

Lilienfeld, 2017).

The present research had two major aims. The first aim was to

explore the above-mentioned IIDD and information-related measures

as predictors of susceptibility to pseudoscientific claims as well as

their differential functioning across pseudoscience topics (Study 2).

The second aim was to examine which predictors (if any) were espe-

cially relevant for those pseudoscientific beliefs that had already been

met with DI (Study 2). Importantly, this research focused on the three

most commonly studied pseudoscience topics (CAM, psychology-

related pseudoscience [PRP], and causes of harm-related pseudosci-

ence [CHRP]). Given that these topics have been mostly studied in

isolation, this research also set out to explore the performance of the

items belonging to these three major topics when presented together

(Study 1) in order to provide psychometric robustness to the potential

conclusions to be drawn from Aims 1 and 2.

We hypothesized that the tendency to think unconventionally

(Hypothesis 1) and familiarity (Hypothesis 2) would be positively asso-

ciated with pseudoscience beliefs, while having received DI would be

associated with lower pseudoscience beliefs (Hypothesis 3). Addition-

ally, we predicted the previously demonstrated relationships between

pseudoscience beliefs and both cognitive styles (Prediction 1) and

extraversion (Prediction 2) to be replicated.

2 | STUDY 1

2.1 | Introduction

Research on pseudoscience beliefs is young and has commonly been

thematically focused, with the most frequent themes being CAM

(Bishop et al., 2005, 2007, 2008; Braun et al., 2000), PRP (Bensley

et al., 2014; Dekker et al., 2012; Furnham & Hughes, 2014; Gardner &

Brown, 2013; Macdonald et al., 2017) and CHRP, such as GMO or

vaccination (Blancke et al., 2015; Bryden et al., 2018). These topics

have so far been studied in isolation. This approach has probably been

adopted to address concerns stemming from the fields to which these

pseudoscience topics belong, in an effort to effectively address the

dangers that pseudoscientific practices pose in their daily work. How-

ever, it has been suggested that attention should also be drawn to

potential differences and/or similarities between the different kinds

of pseudoscientific beliefs, in regard to both their thematic content

and their spread among the population (Bensley & Lilienfeld, 2015;

Lindeman & Svedholm, 2012). This would allow for a more efficient

targeting of efforts to reduce them. In this sense, it has recently been

suggested that both that the underlying motivations for different

types of pseudoscience beliefs may not be the same (Blancke

et al., 2019; Zaboski & Therriault, 2020), and that widely studied vari-

ables such as analytic and intuitive cognitive styles may be differen-

tially related to health and PRP beliefs (Bensley et al., 2014), calling

for such a possibility to be explored in empirical research.

The few empirical studies that have addressed this question to

date (i.e., potential variations of predictors across pseudoscience

topics) have found that the variables associated with different pseu-

doscientific beliefs vary according to their topic (Piejka &

Okruszek, 2020; Rutjens et al., 2018). Although this research field is

at a very early stage and the theoretical framework is not elaborate

enough to explain why these differences exist, some authors have

suggested that it is crucial to use this information to target interven-

tions aimed at reducing pseudoscience beliefs, tailoring them to each

subject matter according to the respective predictor variables (Rutjens

et al., 2018). Despite these promising results, these studies were con-

ducted using pseudoscientific belief measures lacking an adequate

psychometric validation. Such a validation is necessary given that dif-

ferences in the predictors of distinct pseudoscience topics could be

increased or reduced after subjecting their items to dimensionality

reduction techniques (necessary for psychometric validation) such as

exploratory factor analysis (EFA). Therefore, future research should

subject its measures of pseudoscience beliefs to these and other psy-

chometric procedures, especially when intermixing pseudoscience

topics.

The aim of this study was to explore the performance of the items

belonging to the three most studied pseudoscience topics (CAM, PRP,

and CHRP) when presented together in a single questionnaire.

This objective was pursued in an exploratory way (EFA) allowing

for any type of item grouping. The purpose of this approach was not

to obtain a general model for pseudoscience beliefs, since there are

many types of pseudoscience that were not included (such as climate

change denial or flat earth theories; McCright & Dunlap, 2011;

York, 2017). Rather, the purpose was to explore the functioning of

the differently themed items when intermixed together in a single and

thematically balanced questionnaire. This is especially important given

that items belonging to the three main topics proposed could be

grouped in a different way than one might expect, which justifies the

need of using exploratory statistical techniques. For example, a study

by Bryden et al. (2018) suggested that CAM and CHRP beliefs had a

common link to the health domain. Therefore, by mixing them with

PRP beliefs, it might be possible to obtain (for instance) two factors,

one more strictly health-related and the other one related to psycho-

logical practices. This calls for the need to ensure the functioning of

these items by means of multivariate statistical techniques such as

parallel analysis (PA) and EFA without assuming that the three pseu-

doscience topics included will behave as such when intermixed

together. Consequently, the ultimate aim of this approach was to

obtain a replicable pseudoscience belief grouping that would be able

to explain in a parsimonious way the functioning of the items

included. This clustering would allow us to analyze whether, as some

authors have suggested, predictors of pseudoscience beliefs might

vary according to their topic (Study 2).
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2.2 | Methods

2.2.1 | Participants

A total of 120 participants (72 females) with ages ranging from 18 to

52 with a mean of 36.35 years (SD = 6.39) were recruited via social

media.

2.2.2 | Instruments

We created an online survey containing 18 pseudoscience state-

ments. The purpose of this instrument was to assess participants'

beliefs about CAM, PRP, and CHRP. During the questionnaire con-

struction process, both validated scales (Fasce & Pic�o, 2019a; Torres

et al., 2020) and different studies that included beliefs in pseudosci-

ence related to any of the aforementioned topics were inspected

(Braun et al., 2000; Furnham, 2007; Furnham & Hughes, 2014;

Gardner & Brown, 2013; Kallery-Vlahos, 2001; Lilienfeld &

Beyerstein, 2011; Mercier et al., 2018; Piejka & Okruszek, 2020). The

spectrum of subtopics finally included in the questionnaire together

with their main sources is reported in Table 1.

2.2.3 | Procedure

The questionnaire was administered using the popular survey plat-

form Qualtrics. Participants responded to the 18 items included using

a Likert scale from 1 to 8. In order to analyze criterion validity, partici-

pants also responded to a measure of paranormal beliefs (RPBS-Sp)

(Díaz-Vilela & �Alvarez-Gonzál-Ez, 2004), as has been done in previous

studies (Torres et al., 2020).

2.3 | Results

The main objective of this study was to explore the functioning of

items belonging to three major pseudoscience-related topics when

presented together. To meet this objective, two well-known multivari-

ate statistical tests were applied: PA and EFA. These methods are data-

driven and allow to evaluate the best factor structure given a dataset,

without assuming prior hypotheses. PA is a technique that returns the

optimal number of nontrivial factors with a valid factor structure to be

retained from a given dataset. It works by creating correlation matrices

of random variables based on the same sample size as well as on the

same number of variables in the original dataset and comparing its ran-

dom versus observed eigenvalues (Hayton et al., 2004). In turn, EFA is

a statistical data reduction method that aims at reaching a more parsi-

monious understanding of measured variables, and it is especially

appropriate when there is not enough available knowledge for specify-

ing a priori the number of factors and the patterns underlying them.

Consequently, we considered the combination of both techniques to

be the most appropriate approach for the present study.

An EFA was conducted on the 18 items with promax rotation.

The Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy

suggested that data was appropriate for factor analysis (KMO = 0.73).

Bartlett's test of sphericity indicated that the correlation in the data

for factor analysis was sufficiently significant χ2(153) = 779.55, p <

.001. To determine the number of factors to be retained we con-

ducted a PA, which determined that the optimal number of factors to

be retained was 3. The threshold for considering relevant the

obtained factor loadings was set to 0.4 (Comrey & Lee, 2013). Below

this threshold, items were considered as not providing sufficient infor-

mation for any of the factors. Results from EFA determined that these

three factors explained a total of 39% of the variance. Factor 1 con-

tained only CAM-related items and explained 14% of the variance.

Factor 2 contained only psychology-related items and explained 13%

of the variance, and Factor 3 contained only causes of harm-related

items and explained 11% of the variance. Five items had factor load-

ings under 0.3 (under the established threshold of 0.4) and were

TABLE 1 Pseudoscience thematic spectrum included and main
sources (references)

Topic Reference

Complementary and alternative medicine

Homeopathy Torres et al. (2020), Fasce and

Pic�o (2019a, 2019b), and

Majima (2015)

Bach flowers Torres et al. (2020)

Nutritional supplements Torres et al. (2020)

Detox therapy/diet Torres et al. (2020) and Majima (2015)

Vitamin C and common
cold

Braun et al. (2000)

Herbal medicine Harnack (2003) and Zhang (2008)

Psychology-related pseudoscience

Hypnosis and trauma Torres et al. (2020)

Graphology Torres et al. (2020)

Dream interpretation Torres et al. (2020)

Learning languages Torres et al. (2020)

Neurolinguistic

programming (NLP)

Torres et al. (2020) and Fasce and

Pic�o (2019a, 2019b)

Mozart effect Torres et al. (2020) and Piejka and

Okruszek (2020)

Causes of harm-related pseudoscience

Mobile phone radiation Torres et al. (2020) and Majima (2015)

GMOs Fasce and Pic�o (2019a, 2019b) and

Piejka and Okruszek (2020)

Negative emotions &

Cancer

Fasce and Pic�o (2019a, 2019b)

Wi-Fi Torres et al. (2020)

Vaccines and autism Fasce and Pic�o (2019a, 2019b) and

Bryden et al. (2018)

Chemophobia (pesticides
and additives)

Fasce and Pic�o (2019a, 2019b)

Note: Items in bold are the ones finally included in the thematic spectrum.
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considered not pertaining to any of the factors. After excluding these

items, we repeated the Factor Analysis obtaining the same three fac-

tors, which explained 52% of the variance (Factor 1: 20%, with factor

loadings ranging from 0.46 to 0.64; Factor 2: 18%, with factor load-

ings ranging from 0.49 to 0.81; Factor 3: 15%, with factor loadings

ranging from 0.64 to 0.94). No cross-loading problems were detected

(minimum absolute difference between factor loadings was 0.22). Fur-

ther, no reliability problems were detected in any of the factors

obtained (Factor 1: α = .76; Factor 2: α = .79; Factor 3: α = .85). Pear-

son product–moment correlations showed significant and positive

relationships between factors, CAM with PRP r(118) = .24, p = .008,

CAM with CHRP r(118) = .44, p < .001 and PRP and CHRP r(118) =

.42, p < .001. Further, no reliability problems were detected in any of

the factors obtained, CAM (α = .76), PRP (α = .79), and CHRP (α =

.85). A list of the items finally included in the thematic spectrum can

be seen in Appendix A.

In order to analyze criterion validity, we tested the relationship

between the average belief rating in each pseudoscience topic and a

measure of paranormal beliefs (RPBS-Sp), following prior research rec-

ommendations (Torres et al., 2020). Scores from RPBS-Sp (M = 2.72,

SD = 1.48) were not normally distributed W(141) = .87, p < .001, there-

fore we conducted nonparametric Kendall's tau tests to analyze the cor-

relations between RPBS-Sp and our pseudoscience measures. Results

showed significant positive and low correlations between RPBS-Sp and

pseudoscience beliefs about psychology rτ = .19, p = .004, CAM

rτ = .16, p = .013, and causes of harm rτ = .19, p < .003.

Finally, we explored whether beliefs in pseudoscience differed in

their average rating according to their topic. To this end, we con-

ducted a repeated measures analysis of variance (RM ANOVA) with

pseudoscience topic (CAM, PRP, and CHRP) as a within-subjects fac-

tor and the average belief rating as the dependent variable. Results

showed a significant effect of pseudoscience topic on the average

belief rating F(2, 238) = 198, p < .001, η2 = .62. The post-hoc analysis

was conducted computing three separate paired t-tests (Bonferroni

corrected). Pairwise comparisons revealed significant differences

between both PRP and CHRP t(119) = 13.661, p < .001, d = 1.34 and

PRP and CAM t(119) = 18.94, p < .001, d = 2.13, as well as significant

differences between CHRP and CAM t(119) = 6.06, p < .001, d = .58.

Thus, the most believed pseudoscience topic was PRP M = 6.456,

SD = 1.374, 95% CI[6.21, 6.702], followed by CHRP M = 4.338,

SD = 1.73, 95% CI[4.028, 4.647] and CAM M = 3.39, SD = 1.497,

95% CI[3.122, 3.658].

2.3.1 | Findings

In short, the obtained results suggest that the three major pseudosci-

ence beliefs topics included in our questionnaire (CAM, PRP, and

CHRP) remain as separated but interrelated factors when presented

together, which will serve to guide further psychometric studies.

Besides, our data also suggest that belief ratings are significantly dif-

ferent across pseudoscience topics. Although replication of these

results is needed, they offer an insight into the potential differences

between the included pseudoscience topics, which could be useful for

the design of educational interventions.

3 | STUDY 2

The present study was developed to address two main objectives.

First (Aim 1), we set out to explore whether certain variables of inter-

est might be able to predict pseudoscience beliefs, as well as whether

they might vary across pseudoscience topics. As previously stated, the

possible predictors we focused on are IIDD (analytical and intuitive

cognitive styles; extraversion and openness to experience personality

traits; unconventional thinking) and prior exposure to pseudoscience-

related information (DI and familiarity). Second (Aim 2), we examined

which predictors (if any) would be especially relevant for those pseu-

doscientific beliefs that had already been met with DI.

In parallel, in order to provide greater robustness, this study set

out to replicate the results obtained in Study 1.

3.1 | Methods

3.1.1 | Participants

A total of 291 individuals, who did not participate in Study 1, were

recruited through social media to participate in our survey-based

study. We excluded 23 participants that failed to correctly respond to

a question designed to work as an attentional check (“Please select: I

disagree”). Thus, 268 (163 females) participants composed the final

sample. Ages ranged from 18 to 70, with a mean of 32.97 years

(SD = 11.84). Sixty-two percent of participants were either graduate

or undergraduate students.

3.1.2 | Instruments

The data was collected through an online survey programmed in

Qualtrics. The survey was divided into two major blocks. In the first

block, participants had to report their beliefs regarding the 13 items

extracted from the short validation of our previous study, which con-

sisted of different beliefs in pseudosciences belonging to three main

thematic blocks: CAM, PRP, and CHRP. For each item, we also

obtained a measure of familiarity on a scale from 1 to 4 ((1)“I have
never heard this statement”; (2) “I have heard this statement before”;
(3) “I have heard this statement several times”; (4) “I have heard this

statement many times”) and a measure of DI (“I have heard that this

statement is false”; “I have never heard that this statement is false”).
The second block contained the following IIDD measures: (1) cognitive

styles: intuitive thinking (M = 3.43, SD = 0.48, α = .81) and analytic

thinking (M = 3.62, SD = 0.61, α = .79), measured with a short ver-

sion of the rational-experiential inventory (Reyna & Ortiz, 2016),

(2) personality traits: extraversion (M = 3.43, SD = 0.65, α = .81) and

openness to experience (M = 3.56, SD = 0.65, α = .76), measured
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with Hexaco (Roncero, 2013), and (3) five items designed to measure

Unconventional thinking. The order of the two blocks was

randomized.

3.1.3 | Control measures

In our survey, we also collected additional variables in order to control

for their effects, if any. One of the variables included to explore its

possible relevance was academic background (AB) (university

vs. nonuniversity studies). The rationale behind the inclusion of this

variable is that there has been much debate about whether university

studies have any influence on pseudoscientific beliefs. There are stud-

ies suggesting that AB might be related to lower levels of pseudosci-

ence acceptance (Bensley et al., 2014; Hughes et al., 2013; Taylor &

Kowalski, 2004). In the same vein, another study found that as partici-

pants progressed and passed credits in their degrees, a downward

shift in these types of beliefs was noted (Gardner & Dalsing, 1986).

On the other hand, there are also studies in which acquisition of aca-

demic knowledge had virtually no effect on pseudoscientific belief

levels (McKeachie, 1960; Vaughan, 1977). However, it is important to

note that most of these studies have been conducted on participants

who were already university students (e.g., Wilson, 2018). Considering

that this debate is still unsolved, we believe that the inclusion of this

variable might be valuable both in order to control its possible effects

as well as to provide some information for future research in educa-

tion. Finally, as has been done in prior research, sociodemographic

data such as gender and age was also included in our survey (Fasce &

Pic�o, 2019a).

3.2 | Results

3.2.1 | Replication of Study 1

The results obtained in Study 1 suggested that the three major the-

matic divisions recurring in the literature on pseudoscience beliefs

behaved as such when presented in a single questionnaire (i.e., as

three distinguishable factors). Although these results justify the intui-

tions of past work, the approach used in Study 1 had not been previ-

ously undertaken. Therefore, before proceeding to analyze the

relationships between beliefs in pseudoscience and our variables of

interest, we repeated the analyses conducted in Study 1 on a larger

sample (n = 268).

As in Study 1, we set out to explore the dimensionality of the

pseudoscience beliefs presented in a single questionnaire that inter-

mixed three different pseudoscience topics (CAM, PRP, and CHRP). In

order to determine the number of factors to be retained we con-

ducted a PA, which determined that the optimal number of factors to

be retained was 3. Subsequently, the results obtained by EFA fully

replicated those obtained in Study 1. A summary table describing the

final factor structure and its associated factor loadings is reported in

Appendix B.

Study 1 also provided information on differences in average belief

rating across pseudoscience topics. Here, we also aimed to replicate

these results with a new and larger sample. The results from RM

ANOVA showed a significant effect of pseudoscience topic on the

average belief rating F(2,534) = 170.55, p < .001 η2 = .163. Pairwise

comparisons (Bonferroni corrected) revealed significant differences

between both PRP and CHRP t(267) = 11.60, p < .001, d = .69 and

PRP and CAM t(267) = 19.27, p < .001, d = 1.11, as well as significant

differences between CHRP and CAM t(267) = 5.86, p < .001, d = .34.

Thus, the most believed pseudoscience topic was PRP M = 5.498,

SD = 1.566, 95% CI[5.311, 5.686] followed by CHRP M = 4.357,

SD = 1.73, 95% CI[4.151, 4.564] and CAM M = 3.81, SD = 1.48,

95% CI [3.632, 3.986] (see, Figure 1). In conclusion, the results

obtained in Study 1 were fully replicated in the present study.

Given that the present study was provided with a measure to rep-

resent the spread of pseudoscience (i.e., familiarity), we decided to

carry out the same analysis to explore whether the differences in the

acceptance of pseudoscientific claims across pseudoscience topics

would be accompanied by differences with respect to their spread. To

do so, we followed the same procedure as above (RM ANOVA). We

found significant differences between pseudoscience topics regarding

their average familiarity F(2,534) = 14.58, p < .001, η2 = .021. Pairwise

comparisons (Bonferroni corrected) revealed significant differences

between both PRP and CHRP t(267) = 4.99, p < .001, d = .32 and PRP

and CAM t(267) = 4.38, p < .001, d = .29. No significant differences

were found between CHRP and CAM t(267) = .71, p = .48, d = .048.

Thus, the most familiar pseudoscience topic was PRP M = 2.90,

SD = 0.61, 95% CI[2.896, 2.973], followed by CHRP M = 2.70,

SD = 0.65, 95% CI [2.619, 2.774] and CAM M = 2.726, SD = 0.57,

95% CI[2.657, 2.795] (see, Figure 1). Finally, we explored potential dif-

ferences between pseudoscience topics with respect to the likelihood

of having received DI on their respective items. Considering the dichot-

omous nature of this measure (DI; yes/no), we conducted a logistic

regression with DI as dependent variable, pseudoscience topic as fixed

effect, and participant ID and item (specific statement) as random

effects. The results obtained showed that the likelihood of having

received DI was significantly greater for CAM than for CHRP β = .646,

SE = 0.261, z = 2.479, p = .013, with a small effect size (OR = 1.908;

similar to Cohen's d < .3, Chen, Cohen, & Chen, 2010). Significant and

small differences were also obtained between CAM and PRP

β = 1.068, SE = 0.262, z = 4.077, p < .001; (OR = 2.809, similar to

Cohen's d <. 4). Finally, no differences were found between CHRP and

PRP β = .422, SE = 0.276, p = .126, OR = 1.525.

3.2.2 | Predicting pseudoscience beliefs through
IIDD and pseudoscience information-related measures

Brief validation of unconventional thinking dimension

Before obtaining the statistical models, we conducted an initial valida-

tion of the unconventional thinking measure. We designed five items

to reflect such a construct (e.g., “I enjoy being someone who thinks

differently”). This short scale was inspired by recent attempts to
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capture a more general notion of unconventionality, but all items were

designed to reflect aspects of thinking, leaving aside other domains

that may show unconventionality, such as emotions, behaviors, or the

way we relate to others (Andreas et al., 2016). In order to determine

the number of factors to be retained, we conducted a PA, which

extracted 1 factor. Results from factor analysis showed that this factor

explained 42% of the variance with factor loadings ranging from 0.54

to 0.73 (all above 0.3). Further, no problems of reliability were

detected (M = 3.45, SD = 0.69, α = .78). In order to provide evidence

for criterion validity, we conducted a Pearson product–moment corre-

lation between unconventional thinking and openness to experience.

The results showed a significant and positive correlation between

both dimensions r(266) = .49, p < .001. The list of items included in

this dimension can be found in Appendix C.

Statistical models

One of the aims of the present study was to analyze possible predic-

tors of pseudoscience beliefs as well as to explore their possible varia-

tion across pseudoscience topics (Aim 1). Furthermore, this study also

aimed at exploring whether the relationship between the included

predictors and beliefs in pseudoscience depended on having received

DI (i.e., a given trait would make people more or less prone to accept

pseudoscience claims for which they have received DI) (Aim 2). In

order to test both possibilities, we obtained three separated linear

mixed models (LMMs), one for each pseudoscience topic (CAM, PRP,

and CHRP). All starting models included: (1) main effects for all predic-

tors, (2) two-way interactions between DI and all predictors, and

(3) Participant ID and item (specific pseudoscience statement) as

random effects (intercept). In order to reduce model complexity, we

used a widely known screening method: stepwise regression (back-

ward elimination). This method performs automatic backward elimina-

tion of both fixed and random effects of LMMs. First, backward

elimination of the random part is conducted, followed by backward

elimination of the fixed part. Elimination of the fixed effect is per-

formed following the marginality principle (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) by

means of likelihood ratio test (LRT). For every model selection, we ran

a nested-models comparison (full models vs. stepwise regression

model). If there were no significant differences between them in

terms of explained variability, we kept the model with less predictors,

following the parsimony principle. In order to provide a comparable

measure for the effects of all predictors and interactions, standardized

regression coefficients were computed, which can be used as effect

size indices (Kim, 2011).

Model 1: Psychology-related pseudoscience beliefs:

The model with all predictors and interactions was

compared to the model obtained with the stepwise

regression procedure. There were no significant differ-

ences in terms of the variability explained by both

models χ2(3) = 4.356, p = .225, therefore, following

the parsimony principle, we selected the model

obtained by stepwise regression (marginal R2 = 0.19;

conditional R2 = 0.58). Further, random effects for

both Participant ID (σ2 = 1.19), χ2(1) = 177.45, p <

.001, and Item (σ2 = 0.52), χ2(1) = 142.75, p < .001

were significant. A summary of the final LMM for PRP

F IGURE 1 Average beliefs rating and familiarity by pseudoscience topic. CAM, complementary and alternative medicine; CHRP, causes of

harm-related pseudoscience; PRP, psychology-related pseudoscience. In both plots, ns, non-significance; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001
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beliefs (regression coefficients, standard errors,

t values, p values, and description of random effects) is

reported in Table 2.

Model 2: Complementary/alternative medicine beliefs:

The model with all predictors and interactions was

compared to the model obtained with the stepwise

regression procedure. There were no significant differ-

ences in terms of the variability explained by both

models χ2(8) = 6.457, p = .596, therefore, following

the parsimony principle, we selected the model

obtained by stepwise regression (marginal R2 = 0.17;

conditional R2 = 0.48). Further, random effects for

both Participant ID (σ2 = 1.23), χ2(1) = 206.815,

p < 001, and Item (σ2 = 0.24) χ2(1) = 85.58, p < 001

were significant. A summary of the final LMM for CAM

beliefs (regression coefficients, standard errors,

t values, p values, and description of random effects) is

reported in Table 2.

Model 3: Causes of harm-related pseudoscience beliefs:

The model with all predictors and interactions was com-

pared to the model obtained with the stepwise proce-

dure. There were no significant differences in terms of

the variability explained by both models χ2(5) = 6.854,

p = .232, therefore, following the parsimony principle,

we selected the model obtained by stepwise regression

(marginal R2 = 0.22; conditional R2 = 0.61). Further,

random effects for both Participant ID (σ2 = 1.76),

χ2(1) = 261.02, p < 001, and item (σ2 = 0.18),

TABLE 2 Linear mixed models for each pseudoscience theme, restricted maximum-likelihood (REML) estimates, standardized coefficients

Estimate Std. error df t value Pr(>jtj)
Psychology-related

(Intercept) 0.207 0.177 3.777 1.168 .311

AB (university) �0.210 0.076 258.986 �2.748 .006

Familiarity 0.269 0.028 1041.510 9.715 <.001

Intuitive thinking 0.167 0.039 260.443 4.225 <.001

Extraversion 0.019 0.044 319.803 0.439 .661

Unconventional thinking 0.042 0.046 350.714 0.923 .357

Analytic thinking �0.014 0.047 340.242 �0.304 .762

Disproving information (yes) �0.220 0.055 1037.905 �3.982 <.001

Extraversion � disproving information (yes) 0.132 0.059 1037.693 2.237 .025

Unconventional thinking � disproving information (yes) 0.157 0.059 1032.727 2.641 .008

Analytic thinking � disproving information (yes) �0.188 0.061 1033.575 �3.050 .002

Complementary and alternative medicine (CAM)

(Intercept) 0.157 0.120 6.686 1.305 .235

AB (university) �0.251 0.077 263.353 �3.258 <.001

Familiarity 0.248 0.025 1295.635 9.934 <.001

Intuitive thinking 0.237 0.039 262.724 6.035 <.001

Extraversion 0.098 0.041 262.414 2.372 .018

Analytic thinking �0.120 0.040 262.267 �2.993 .003

Causes of harm-related

(Intercept) 0.016 0.107 4.219 0.147 .889

Familiarity 0.287 0.026 1020.087 11.219 <.001

Intuitive thinking 0.252 0.045 256.705 5.577 <.001

Extraversion 0.051 0.051 327.139 1.004 .316

Unconventional thinking �0.041 0.051 336.098 �0.801 .423

Analytic thinking �0.158 0.049 255.029 �3.231 <.001

Disproving information (yes) �0.076 0.053 1016.670 �1.437 .151

Extraversion � disproving information (yes) 0.120 0.055 1032.904 2.175 .029

Unconventional thinking � disproving information (yes) 0.125 0.054 1028.793 2.305 .021

Note: AB reference category: No university studies; Disproving Information reference category: No.

Abbreviations: AB, academic background.
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χ2(1) = 58.78, p < 001 were significant. A summary of

the final LMM for CHRP beliefs (regression coefficients,

standard errors, t values, p values, and description of

random effects) is reported in Table 2.

3.3 | Discussion

The present research aimed at analyzing the effect of various (IIDD

and pseudoscience information-related) predictors on beliefs in pseu-

doscience, exploring possible variations of such effects depending on

the pseudoscience topic. The different pseudoscience topics under

study included those most commonly reported in the empirical litera-

ture in this field: CAM, PRP, and CHRP. However, given the lack of

psychometric studies in this field and the possibility that these topics

could be grouped in some unexpected way (e.g., health- vs. non-

health-related pseudoscience beliefs, Bryden et al., 2018), a brief psy-

chometric exploratory study (Study 1) was conducted to analyze the

dimensionality of these topics when presented together. Our results

(fully replicated in Study 2) suggest that these topics behave as sepa-

rate but interrelated entities, which supports the field-specific work

conducted to date (Bensley et al., 2014; Blancke et al., 2015;

Furnham & Hughes, 2014; Posadzki et al., 2012). Presenting these

three topics together allowed us to explore possible differences

between them in terms of (1) their acceptance, (2) their spread,

(3) their likelihood of having been met with DI, and (4) the variables to

which they are related. This has been suggested to be crucial for ade-

quately adjusting interventions aimed at reducing beliefs in pseudosci-

ence (Ferrero et al., 2016; Piejka & Okruszek, 2020; Rutjens

et al., 2018).

Concerning their spread and acceptance, the obtained results

suggest that not only are PRP beliefs very prevalent and familiar, but

they are more so than those pertaining to other topics (CAM and

CHRP). Although this is in line with proposals by other authors

(Bensley et al., 2014), other studies found no differences in the accep-

tance of pseudoscientific claims between the proposed pseudoscience

topics (Piejka & Okruszek, 2020). As some authors have suggested,

these discrepancies could be due to differences in the popularity of

different types of pseudoscience across countries (Dekker

et al., 2012). It could potentially explain the differences between the

results obtained in our research (Spanish sample) and those obtained

by Piejka and Okruszek (2020) (Polish sample). However, the latter

study does not report the same comparison regarding the familiarity

of the different pseudoscience topics; therefore future research

should further investigate this possibility. Apart from the mentioned

differences in terms of spread and acceptance between pseudosci-

ence topics, our results suggest that CAM statements were more

likely to have received DI, although the differences compared to the

other two pseudoscience topics were small. The inclusion of this and

related measures in future studies could enable researchers to moni-

tor the spread of information undermining pseudoscience beliefs and

how effectively it reaches key audiences.

In relation to the prediction of pseudoscience beliefs and the pos-

sible variation of predictors as a function of pseudoscience topic (Aim

1), our results showed that most of the (IIDD and pseudoscience

information-related) measures studied were related to pseudoscience

beliefs. Furthermore, various predictors (unconventional thinking, DI,

and AB) were differentially associated with the acceptance of differ-

ent pseudoscience topics. This is in line with previous findings

(Piejka & Okruszek, 2020; Rutjens et al., 2018) and offers useful and

particularized information to combat the different branches of pseu-

doscience. As already suggested by other authors, campaigns and

interventions aimed at combating pseudoscience should be tailored to

the particularities of each branch, according to its respective predic-

tors (Rutjens et al., 2018).

As we predicted (Prediction 1), our results are in line with prior lit-

erature on the relationship between cognitive styles and beliefs in

pseudoscience (Aarnio & Lindeman, 2005; Blancke et al., 2015;

Bronstein et al., 2019; Fasce & Pic�o, 2019a; Pennycook et al., 2012;

but see Majima, 2015), in that analytic thinking was found to be nega-

tively associated with beliefs in pseudoscience, while intuitive thinking

showed a positive relationship. Previous studies have suggested that

the relationship between these cognitive styles and pseudoscience

beliefs may vary depending on the pseudoscience topic (Bensley

et al., 2014). To the best of our knowledge, the present study repre-

sents the first empirical evidence in this regard and shows an effect of

intuitive and analytical cognitive styles on the three included pseudo-

science topics. However, it is noteworthy that in the case of PRP

beliefs, analytical thinking was only related to lower levels of accep-

tance of pseudoscientific proposals that had already been met with DI

(Aim 2). One possible explanation may derive from the fact that PRP

statements were the most familiar to the participants of our study

among the three pseudoscience branches (see, results Study 2). In this

sense, it has been suggested that high levels of familiarity reduce the

possibility of efficiently using analytical thinking strategies (Garcia-

Marques et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2006). Moreover, there is evidence

that highly repeated messages are processed much more superficially

and less analytically than when they are less frequently presented

(Claypool et al., 2004; Garcia-Marques & Mackie, 2000, 2001). Taken

together, it seems possible that the high familiarity of PRP practices

might require DI to favor the effect of analytical thinking. If it were

the case, it might imply that interventions based on the promotion of

critical thinking (e.g., Wilson, 2018) should be accompanied by explicit

DI, when the target is the reduction of beliefs in highly familiar pseu-

doscientific practices.

The results obtained with regard to the personality factor extra-

version (Prediction 2) also supported the findings of previous studies

(Fasce & Pic�o, 2019a). Further, this IIDD measure showed an inter-

action with DI, with a positive sign (i.e., higher levels of extraversion

were associated with higher susceptibility toward pseudoscientific

claims for which individuals had received DI). Therefore, contrary to

analytical thinking, higher levels of extraversion may be a risk factor

for the persistence of pseudoscientific beliefs. Nevertheless, it is

noteworthy that this interaction was not found when predicting

CAM beliefs. One possible explanation could be that CAM
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statements were the least believed in both Study 1 and Study 2. This

could mean that higher levels of pseudoscience acceptance are

required for there to be variability in the effect of the information

received against it as a function of that trait (extraversion). Alterna-

tively, it is also possible that the lack of interaction is due to the fact

that information received against CAM statements had no effect (its

effect was not significant when predicting CAM beliefs; see Table 2).

Further studies should analyze these possibilities to better under-

stand the interplay between extraversion and DI as predictors of

pseudoscience acceptance.

This study included a short validation of a dimension intended to

capture the tendency to think unconventionally (i.e., unconventional

thinking) and the validation results supported its use. The results of

the LMM indicated that this dimension was a significant and positive

predictor of beliefs in pseudoscience (supporting Hypothesis 1) specif-

ically for those who had received DI (Aim 2). In this sense, the fact

that pseudoscientific proposals go against scientific standards and can

be considered unconventional (Cano-Or�on, 2019; Waters, 2020)

could help understand why people who have a general tendency to

think unconventionally are more prone to accept such proposals. The

fact that this relationship was specifically found for beliefs regarding

which DI had been received, may imply a core aspect of the unconven-

tional thinking dimension: Preference for alternative/nonconventional

explanations. Arguably, if one does not receive DI against a given state-

ment, there is no opportunity to consider it as an alternative to conven-

tional knowledge. Similarly, if DI received against a proposal that

challenges the basis of conceptual knowledge (i.e., pseudoscience) has no

effect, one would not expect the acceptance of such a proposition to

vary as a function of levels of unconventional thinking (which might

explain why there is no such interaction when predicting beliefs in

CAM). In any case, the preference for nonconventional knowledge may

lead to biased information-seeking processes, opening the door to

greater susceptibility to accept pseudoscientific claims, which are in turn

more likely to be influenced by confirmation bias (Nickerson, 1998). This

finding may be of great importance, as it not only includes a new predic-

tor of beliefs in pseudoscience, but also captures an aspect of those

beliefs themselves, that is, the preference for unconventional knowledge.

Future research should extend the validation of the proposed dimension

(i.e., unconventional thinking) as well as investigate the concrete relation-

ship between these two constructs. This might be especially important

because the inclusion of unconventional thinking in the investigation of

pseudoscience beliefs could bring specific knowledge to an area of

research that has been suggested to be theoretically underdeveloped

(Fasce & Pic�o, 2019a).

In addition to the IIDD dimensions reported, this study also

included two measures that aimed at capturing two different aspects

of the information received on pseudoscientific claims: familiarity

and DI. In line with our Hypothesis 2, the obtained results showed

that familiarity was a good predictor of pseudoscience beliefs. More-

over, its effect was found independently of pseudoscience topic.

These findings extend recent work that has highlighted the impor-

tance of including familiarity in the study of pseudoscience beliefs

(Piejka & Okruszek, 2020). Our results suggest that all topics of

pseudoscience were familiar (their average familiarity was above the

midpoint scale), which could be interpreted as an indicator of their

spread. We consider that future research in this field should include

familiarity as a predictor of pseudoscience beliefs, as it also allows to

analyze pseudoscience spread and to control the effect of other pre-

dictors when modeled together. In parallel, given that familiarity is

related to beliefs in pseudoscience and other nonevidence-based

beliefs (Fazio et al., 2019; Pennycook et al., 2018), it would be

important to analyze whether the effect of familiarity varies

depending on the source of the information. In this sense, it has

been suggested that information favoring the establishment of mis-

conceptions in general can come from sources as varied as rumors,

works of fiction, governments, or politicians, among others

(Lewandowsky et al., 2012); it is therefore especially important to

individually examine the effect of these and other sources on the

familiarity-belief association in order to better direct efforts to com-

bat pseudoscience.

In the current study, we introduced another information-related

measure in order to register whether DI had been received for each of

the pseudoscience claims included in the analysis. To our knowledge,

DI has never been included as a predictor in any regression-based

model that has analyzed susceptibility to pseudoscientific claims. As

we hypothesized (Hypothesis 3), our results suggest that having

received information that discredits a particular claim is related to

lower acceptance of that claim, which is crucial for educational inter-

ventions (Schmaltz & Lilienfeld, 2017). This is in line with previous

work suggesting that offering information that refutes misconceptions

about science is useful, as it helps recipients to re-evaluate their

knowledge and consider alternatives to their current beliefs (Bensley

et al., 2014; Lassonde et al., 2016). Notably, when exploring the varia-

tion in its effect as a function of pseudoscience topic (Aim 1), we

found that having received DI was related to lower acceptance of PRP

and CHRP claims, but not to a reduction in CAM beliefs. In this sense,

the results obtained in both study one and study two suggest that

CAM claims were least accepted (with only a slightly higher likelihood

of receiving DI; Study 2), which could indicate that DI is especially

effective when acceptance of pseudoscientific proposals is high, and

less or not effective when acceptance is lower. Another possible

explanation could be that the source of information in favor of the dif-

ferent pseudoscience topics was not the same. In particular, CAM

beliefs are often promoted by authorities in the field of medicine

(Posadzki et al., 2012), which could make the information received

against them less effective if it does not come from a source with the

same level of authority. In this sense, it has been suggested that resis-

tant biases toward unsubstantiated beliefs might be better tackled by

combining both adequate information from reliable sources and a

first-person experience to help such information to be integrated

(García-Arch et al., 2021). All these suggestions should be examined in

future research in order to understand the differential effect of DI on

different types of pseudoscience beliefs.

Finally, this research also had the aim to explore possible inter-

actions between having received DI and the effect of the included

IIDD measures on pseudoscience beliefs (Aim 2). In this sense, our
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results show that the effect of receiving DI on pseudoscience

beliefs depends on the level of certain traits (unconventional think-

ing, analytic thinking, and extraversion). Future research should

take this into account, given that a tendency to persist in believing

already discredited information is of significant concern. This infor-

mation can be used to adjust interventions and campaigns aimed at

counteracting pseudoscience acceptance, which should pay special

attention to the individual characteristics (IIDD) of the audience as

well as to the DI offered.

3.3.1 | Control measures

As discussed (see instruments; Study 2), this study included several

measures to control their possible effects: age, gender, and AB. The

inclusion of age and gender was based on common practice for empiri-

cal studies in young research fields. As in previous studies, no relation-

ship was found between these variables and beliefs in pseudoscience

(Fasce & Pic�o, 2019a; Piejka & Okruszek, 2020). The rationale behind

the inclusion of AB was based on the fact that there is debate about

the effect of higher education (university) on the acceptance of pseudo-

scientific practices (Bensley et al., 2014; Hughes et al., 2013;

McKeachie, 1960; Taylor & Kowalski, 2004; Vaughan, 1977).

Our results show that AB is negatively related to beliefs in pseu-

doscience, suggesting that individuals with university education are

less susceptible to accepting pseudoscientific claims. In this sense, it

has been suggested that one of the major goals of higher education is

to correct students' misconceptions and misinterpretations in order to

prepare them for real-life practice (Lobato et al., 2014). Interestingly,

the effect of AB on pseudoscience acceptance was found for CAM

and PRP beliefs but not for CHRP beliefs. This study is the first to

explore these differences, which need to be replicated in future

research. However, the reported results may be particularly important

for designing educational practices in a university context that allow

for a generalized effect of higher education on the acceptance of any

kind of pseudoscientific claims. In this sense, it has been suggested

that the stimulation of critical thinking together with the acquisition

of specialized knowledge could more effectively diminish

unsubstantiated beliefs (Bensley et al., 2014). However, having uni-

versity education or even being an expert in a given field does not

work as a pseudoscience-proof shield, as it is accepted and even pro-

moted by some professionals in different fields (Dekker et al., 2012;

Lilienfeld, 2015; Posadzki et al., 2012). Consequently, more research

is needed to effectively understand and combat the large range of

pseudoscience topics that are currently spread around the world.

4 | CONCLUDING REMARKS

As other authors have recognized, pseudoscientific beliefs are a com-

plex construct with a wide thematic spectrum, and the validity of their

measurement may be affected over time by the effect of increasing

scientific knowledge (Fasce & Pic�o, 2019a). These limitations imply

that existing scales will need to be psychometrically revised over time.

Our study offers strategies to deal with these limitations through the

inclusion of variables related to the information received for each

pseudoscientific claim: familiarity and DI. Both measures can vary

over time, therefore including them in models that attempt to predict

these beliefs could represent a useful control tool. Nonetheless, it is

also worth noting that this study has focused on the three most com-

monly investigated pseudoscience topics. Future research should

extend this analysis to a standardized and exhaustive list of

pseudoscience-related topics, in order to explore similarities and dif-

ferences regarding their possible predictors and to help focus efforts

to combat the spread of pseudoscience.

The results obtained in the present study show that understand-

ing and predicting beliefs in pseudoscience is a complex process, as

recently suggested (Fasce & Pic�o, 2019b). Although our results need

to be replicated and studied in-depth, the analytical approaches pro-

vided in this study could be useful for any type of proposal or inter-

vention aiming at reducing pseudoscience acceptance (Barberia

et al., 2013, 2018; Lilienfeld et al., 2012, 2014; Matute et al., 2015;

McLean & Miller, 2010; Wilson, 2018).

As scientists, we must not only strive to adequately address the

phenomena related to our field of study, but we must also prevent

possible misinterpretations arising from our work. The effective com-

munication of science as well as the debunking of pseudoscience

requires significant effort; in the future, both scientists and

popularisers as well as teachers, educators, and politicians must join

forces to combat this pervasive pandemic. We hope that this work

represents a step in this direction and will stimulate future research.
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APPENDIX A: PSEUDOSCIENCE BELIEFS INCLUDED AFTER

FACTOR ANALYSIS

1 (CAM). Homeopathy: Homeopathic remedies are effective as com-

plements in the treatment of some diseases.

2 (CAM). Bach flowers: Natural remedies, such as Bach flowers, help

overcome emotional imbalances.

3 (CAM). Detox therapy/diet: Diets or detox therapies are effective at

eliminating toxic substances from the organism.

4 (CAM). C Vitamin and common cold: Vitamin C can help cure the

common cold.

5 (CAM). Herbal medicine: Conventional medicine and herbal remedies

are equally effective in treating the same symptoms.

6 (PRP). Hypnosis and trauma: By means of hypnosis, it is possible to

discover hidden childhood traumas.

7 (PRP). Graphology: One's personality can be evaluated by studying

the form of their handwriting.

8 (PRP).Dream interpretation: Our dreams can reflect unconscious desires.

9 (PRP). Learning languages: We can learn languages listening to

audios while we are asleep.

10 (CHRP). Mobile phone radiation: Radiation derived from the use

of a mobile phone increases the risk of a brain tumor.

11 (CHRP). GMOs: Genetically Modified Food contributes to the

development of cancer.

12 (CHRP). Wi-Fi: Exposure to Wi-Fi signals can cause symptoms such

as frequent headaches, problems sleeping, or tiredness.

13 (CHRP). Chemophobia (pesticides and additives): Many of the pesti-

cides and additives used by the food industry are unsafe.
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Type Item F1 F2 F3

CAM Homeopathy 0.59 0.02 0.15

CAM Bach flowers 0.81 0.04 �0.06

CAM Detox therapy/diet 0.41 0.25 0.04

CAM Herbal medicine 0.42 0.00 0.09

CAM C Vitamin and common cold 0.40 �0.03 0.31

Psychology Hypnosis and trauma 0.14 0.43 0.17

Psychology Graphology 0.17 0.63 �0.04

Psychology Dream interpretation �0.02 0.71 0.02

Psychology Learning languages �0.05 0.80 0.04

Harm Mobile phone radiation 0.12 �0.10 0.74

Harm GMOs 0.03 0.12 0.69

Harm Chemophobia (pesticides and additives) 0.01 0.08 0.54

Harm Wi-Fi �0.08 0.04 0.81

% of variance 0.14 0.16 0.18

Cronbach's α 0.77 0.79 0.81

Note: Factor analysis shows three differentiated factors. One of them conformed by five items (CAM), and the other two by four items (psychology-related

and harm-related).

APPENDIX B: FINAL FACTOR SOLUTION FOR PSEUDOSCIENCE BELIEFS STUDY 2

APPENDIX C: ITEMS INCLUDED IN THE UNCONVENTIONAL

THINKING DIMENSION AFTER FACTOR ANALYSIS

1. I often encourage people to take a novel point of view.

2. I enjoy being someone who thinks differently.

3. I see myself as an alternative-thinking person.

4. I enjoy thinking of alternative explanations.

5. I tend to have theories that others do not share.
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